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Introduction 

; c the fall of 1988, the 750 keV Cockcroft- 
\dalt?n (C-W) preinjector for the AGS 200 MeV I!- 
Iin,lc was replaced by an RFQ, in what has proved to 
be ;, very succehsful upgrade. The motivations for 
tIlta up:raiz included improved teliabil ity, silnpler 
maintenance , and the added convenience of having the 
i 071 source located at nearly ground potential. At 
the 5 ‘3 mc t i m e , the controls ,and instrumentation in 
the preinjector ,lrtaa were Inodernized. The linac has 
bern oper<lting f:lI 1. time with this RFQ preinjector 
si:lc+ .lanuary 1 , 1989, and the reliability has been 
c~~icell.ent. The source, RFQ, and linac operate at a 
5 trz rtpctition rate, and the beam pulse witith is 
appr0ximate1y 350 us. At this time, the tl- current 
at 201) rleV is typicalLy 23-25 mA, the same as pre- 
vious operation with the C-W, although the capa- 
bii ity is there to reach higher currents in the 
i11ture. 

The layout oE the new preinjector is shown in 
i: i&ure i. -In important consideration in the layout 
of tilis linr was the decision to leave the final 2.4 
m section t,efore the linac inract, co the optics of 
R second C-‘< injector i inr ,~nd poiarized H- xnjec- 
:ioq from another RFQ r:maired the same. The 
re;ulLitl;; line has a distance of almost 6 m tram the 
?Ft’) t 0 t 1-i i! 1 I i,a c , and tiLece are three “rebun,:iier” 
cavities to 1maintni.n the bunching of the beam from 
tl?? RF!). The following sections will describe some 
d it t :i i 1 i 0 f the preinjectot’ line, and then discuss 
the instzl!ati..>n and performance. 
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Figure 1. Layout of the new RFQ ?rei:?jector beam 
lille : RP-i3eao phase probe; BS-Beam stop; 
CF-Coaxial Faraday cup; CH-Chopper; 
IiZ-Scr.di I~; magnet; E-Enittance analyzer; 
Q-Quadrupole; R-RF cavity; S-solenoid 
lens; SF-Segmented Faraday cup; T-Quadru- 
pole triplet; V-Verr.ier steering magnet; 
X-Bean cJrrrnt transformer. 

.---____- 
*War-‘k pt.rFi,ri::rd ilnder ~tie auspicc~s or the U.S. 
I~r~:hlrtlllrnt cf Exrgy. 

tl- Source 

The ll- ion source is a magnetron surrace-plasroa 
s*urce, operating with a pulsed rxtraction volta>:e 
of 35 keV. It differs in several respects From that 
used for ll- injection with the C-W. Rarher than 

extraction from a slir, the ianode and extractor 
apertures are circular in order to produce an emit- 
tance symmetric in the x and y planes. ‘The so11rcr 

magnetic field of approximately 700 G is provided by 
two small SmCo magnets. With the present 4 nm 
extractor gap, 2.8 mm diameter anode aperture, and 2 
mm diameter extractor’ aperture, 70 u.4 UT lt - is typ1- 

tally extracted Eroin the source. The operat iLIt; 
discharge current of only 1%LO A is 2-3 ti.nes lower 
than the operating current required witi- the slit 
source Ear the C-W. 

The extracted electron current is i-1.5 tiws 
tile il- current, and most of these electrons strike 
the extractor electrode. Therefore, in order tfi 
reduce the rate of tirosiun of this electrode, tl:e 
tip of the electrode is luade Erum tungsten. Theru 
is some increase in the beam rmiitance out of the 
source as the electrode erodes during the First 
coilpIe weeks of operation. The rate of erosion. th?n 
seeKIs to diminish and tt r SOlliCt! ctinti.ltir5 to 

operate stabLy. WC have su far had two months of 
continuous operatiorr on a single electrode, and the 
beam output is remaining ac 70 mA. 

35 keV Transport 

The 35 keV transport iillr irom the source to 
LIW RFQ is 1.9 111 lullg, and has two puised magnetic 
solenoids (10 cm diameter) for focuslny, as well as 
two sets or strerers. space charge effects are 
important i,, this line, and i;ith the background 
pressure oE low6 T, it takes abtiiut 5,) Lis for the 
beam to spdce charge- neuli;+iiLe. Approiimately i:5Z 
of the beam is tran;,jorted from the source to the 
RFQ entrance. 

Another elraent in this 35 keV transport line 
is a fast hean chc;>,::r . ’ T;his is a slow-wave 
eltictrcscatic deflection device, in which f 700 V is 
applied to opposing plate-; at rat ?= tip IO 2;5 ‘fpiz, 
ior bunch-Lo-bucket injection iota thr AGS. K~se 
and Fall times of LO r‘s have been melcured on the 
chopped bealn pulses. The fast chopper affects thr 
space charge neutralization. of the 25 keV ber.n, SC 
so~ne rctbning OF the transport lir,e is required, and 

the instantaneous current out of the RFQ is reduced 
somewhat from that w:?en the chopper is not used. 

REQ - 

The RTQ is 8 four--udr,c s t:uctilre, 1.h n long, 
r;per:iting nt th2 linac frrquer,0~ ol ‘101.25 “!:!z. 
This w&c dtsizn,d and built at 2!,awrtlnce Rerl:eley 

Labf,ratory . and was i;~li~erL!.l to RNL ‘,n Septenbtzr, 
1337. Power is Cc3 :ilruilg!l - c ingie pr\rr_ 2; the 
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longitudinal center, and it employs vane coupling 
rings for field stabilization. The required power 
of approximately 160 klJ (121 kW plus beam loading) 
is provided by a power amplifier using an RCA 4616 
tetrode in its final stage, the same as is used as 
the driver stage for the linac tank rf systems. The 
cavity is water cooled on the outside. A single 
rotating tuner loop with automatic frequency track- 
ing and a range of 360 kHz allows the RFQ to be kept 
on frequency during warmup. 

During normal operation, transmission has been 
85%, with 45-50 mA at the exit of the RFQ. In 
earlier tests, essentially 100% transmission was 
measured at 40 111.4, and with a 3.5 mm source extrac- 
tor gap currents of up to 60 mA have been acceler- 
ated in the RFQ. With a normalized, 90% emittance 
of 0.11 TT cm-mrad going into the RFQ, an emittance 
of 0.12 il cm-mrad was measured at its exit in both 
planes. 2 

753 keV Transport 

As mentioned previously, this transport line is 
almost 6 m long, in order to keep two other injector 
lines intact. Transverse matching is via magnetic 
quadrupolcs. The longitudinal bunch structure is 
maintained from the RFQ and matched to the linac via 
three rf bunc'ler cavities. This longitudinal match- 
ing over such a long line has turned out better than 
anticipated, with 8O-85% of the bean at the linac 
entrance being captured and accelerated to 200 Me'?. 
(Some of Lhis loss is probably due to transverse 
mismatch.) 

From the exit of the RFQ, only 65% of the beam 
is transported to the linac entrance, with most of 
the beam loss occurring in the aperture of the first 
buncher. In tests before final installation of the 
line, the first bpncher was removed, and 95% of the 
beam could then be transported past D2 in Figure 1. 
We plan to increase the aperture in the first bunch- 
er this summer (the bunchers have grids for field 
flattening). This should allow us to exceed 30 mA 
at the output of the linac, if desired. 

There is a 10 MHz sine wave chopper in the 750 
keV line, driven by a high Q tank circuit. When 
used in conjunction with the 35 keV chopper, this 
allows us to accelerate single microbunches of the 
200 MHz linac for high resolution time-of-flight 
experiments. The repetition period of the micro- 
bunches can be varied from every 50 ns to once per 
linac pulse. Figure 2 shows an oscillograph of a 
single lina; microbunch (5 1 ns), measured on a fast 
gap monitor at 92.6 MeV. The micropulses had a 10 
Us spacing. 

Instrumentation and Controls 

The instrumentation in the new preinjector line 
includes horizontal and vertical emittance measure- 
ments at four locations, five beam current trans- 
formers, a five-segment Faraday cup at the RFQ 
entrance, and a fast Faraday cup (2 GHz bandwidth) 
near the entrance to the linac. While all hardware 
is in place, work on the electronics and software is 
still in the debugging phase. The controls for the 
new beam lines include the feature of pulse-to-pulse 
modulation of setpoints for power supplies. This 
allows the tune of the transport lines to change at 
5 Hz, depending on whether the next beam pulse wilt 
be delivered to the AGS, the isotope production 
facility, or the radiation effects facility. The 

Figure 2. Oscillograph of a single 1.i.nac micropulse 
(( 1 ns) produced by a combination of 
beam chopping at 35 and 750 keV (time: 
50 ns/ division). 

ability to have independent tunes is important when 
the different users have different intensity or beam 
chopping requirements. 

Installation and Performance 

The linac went into its normal summer shutdown 
at the end oE June, 1988. It took three weeks for 
the linac staff to dismantle the C-W and clear the 
two-story pit area. A concrete floor was then put 
in at the linac level, taking approximately six 
weeks. Following this came the installation of 
electrical and plumbing services, etc. There was 
then approximately three months to install the RFQ 
and beam lines, hook up all power supplies and con- 
trols, and do testing. Figure 3 shows the new pre- 

injector during installation. Since January 1, 
1989, when the AGS proton program began, the linac 
has been operating with the new KFQ. 

The first 2.5 months of operation have been 
very reliable, with only a few minor problems caus- 
ing machine downtime. In one instance, the RFQ had 
to be let up to atmosphere to make a minor repair, 
and within three hours the repair had been made and 
the RFQ was again delivering full beam to the linac. 
The ion source can be shut down, removed, repaired, 
and be delivering full beam again ,dithin six hours. 
These repair times are quite a contrast to repairs 
in the C-W, where a full day was usually lost for a 
source repair which required losing vacuum. 

The linac output current has been consistently 
23-25 mA. Because the new enittance instrumentation 
is not yet complete, studies and optimization of the 
transport from the RFQ to the linac have been mini- 
mal. All quadrupoles in the transport lines are 
essentially operating at very near their calculated 
values. 

It is interesting to note the sensitivity of 
the linac output beam to several of the parameters 
in the new preinjector line. One observation is 
that steering changes made in the 35 keV transport 
line before the RFQ can cause movements in beam 
profiles taken at 200 MeV. A second observation is 
the sensitivity to the RFQ amplitude, and the phases 
of the RFQ and bunchers. A 5 kW change in the RFQ 
power (nominally 121 kW), or a 5 degree phase 
change, while producing no observable effect on the 
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Figure 3. Photo of the new preinjector during installation. 

beam in the 750 keV line, causes noticeable changes 
in the hem at 200 MeV due to changes in the longi- 
tudiwl match to the linac. 
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